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In process of the education foreign language it is important to mention the 

decision of the 1
st
 President of the Republic Uzbekistan PP 1875 (2012.december) 

“About measure on improvement to study of the foreign languages”. In condition of the 

present-day, when many from us happen to  solve  the problems on education by foreign 

language, each lesson offers us possibility of the new studies, allows to increase us 

outlook, be in course of the modern methods of the teaching the foreign language, as 

well as promotes to determination and development of the cultures, introduction and 

adaptation in system formation to new information technologies. Use information 
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technology. Use information technology passes within the framework of realization  of 

the approach to education.  

Today not for nothing question is put about importance and study computer 

technology by modern teacher. The  Internet is useful both are students and teachers. 

Use online education in scholastic process enables to study some subject simultaneously 

with the other subject on professions, since integration promotes the improvement of the 

scholastic process. The Facilities computer technology allow to realize the interaction 

between teacher and training in dialogue. Such type of the interaction relieves the 

process of the exchange by information. The Combination of the traditional methods and 

facilities of the education with computer technology can become the reason of 

increasing to progresses, skill student and stimulus of the development of the 

independent work. 

 Remote formation for the first time came up for Europe in medium of the 

nineteenth age, and is connected with name English teacher Isaak Pitman. Later this 

form of the formation was broadly wide-spread in United Staff. At present an essential 

reduction can be in this method of the expenses in process of the formation in interest of 

both sides in global system of the formation, which occupies the significant place in this 

case, amount student grows from year per annum.  

Besides, in our country he is founded on methodologies of the teaching and are 

scale work for broad introducing the system of the education. Remote education foreign 

language is characterized their own advantage. 

On base of the remote education, the pupil not even it is required visit the educational 

institution. This creates some of the many type of the possibilities for learning. In 

particular, the following education of this type include: 

- Second high or additional information, one, is interested in education and refresher 

course of the personnel (frames), refresher courses; 

- A Degree of their desire to raise the level of the modern requirements employee 

companies and enterprise; 
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- Second parallel information to any auditoriums; 

-  From the centre, population more developed region; 

-  Physical persons with limited possibility; 

Today regardless of spheres of activity each professional frame, which, as is well known 

to raise the level of the teaching the foreign languages is designed variety of measures 

for achievement of this purposes to account of the use advantage efficient result. Since 

one of the specialist who began to work on its professions, not losing its worker place, 

except this not losing its spare time has a possibility to learn the certain foreign 

language. This not only grows, in the future personnel, but with their knowledge and 

experience leading expert, which will help to perfect the knowledge of the foreign 

language. This method, students with limited possibility, and people with limited 

possibility within the framework of process of the formation and the other students will 

have an even chances with importance of this method of the education. Remote 

education rests in computer telecommunication, video, radio, cable TV, voting mail, 

Skype, video, electronic forums such as Internet on base of the broad spectrum of the 

possibilities. This itself enlarges literacy of the mass media student.   

The Students get the lectures in the manner of audio and video.  

This in differs from traditional methods of the education student to listen them once 

again, when appear the conflicts anytime. The Reader by means of internet-technology, 

avoiding at problems of the distance and cost of the education foreign language to 

lectures, conferences can be a direct participant. In time, as well as remote education is 

an efficient method by decision in accordance with the following important factor, 

which it is necessary to show attention.  The Student, training remote, can by itself 

solve, when and how much time during semester him to spare on study of the material. 

He builds individual graph of the education for itself. Some educational institutions 

allow its student a possibility to postpone education for long period and return to him 

without needing once again to pay the educational facilities.   
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 Distance is not it is necessary to worry about that that they from their own 

classmate. Always possible return to study of the more complex questions, several times 

look video-lectures, reread the correspondence with teacher, but already known subjects 

possible to miss. The Main, successfully pass intermediate and total qualifications.  The 

Students can learn, not coming out of building or office, being in any point of the world. 

To proceed with education, necessary to have a computer with access in Internet. The 

Absence to need daily to visit the educational institution - an undoubted plus for people 

with limited possibility of health, for living in terrain, leaving punishment in places of 

the deprivation of the liberty, parents with small children.  The Intermediate 

qualification student remote rate passes in the form online agent. So beside ground less 

for emotion before meeting with teacher on and exam.  

It Is Excluded possibility of the subjective estimation: to system, checking correctness 

answer to questions of the test, will not affect the progress of the student on the other 

subject, his(its) public status and other factors.  

The Teacher, tutors, teachers, concerning with pedagogical activity remote, can 

pay attention greater amount a students and work, being, for instance, in furlough.  

Under traditional education teacher enough it is difficult to spare the necessities an 

amount attention all  groups, be adjusted under rate of the work each. Use remote 

technology suits for organization of the individual approach. Besides that student itself 

chooses itself rate of the education, he can operative to get beside tutors answers to 

appearing questions.           

  In conclusion follows to note that remote education present day advanced 

method education. Such flexibility in realization of the system of the formation in 

decision of the problems, which appear to prevent their useful for all sector of the 

formation, which, in particular, will help the student to study the foreign languages easy 

and successfully. 
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